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 <Slide #1> When I last spoke on Proverbs we looked at a passage from chapter 
1, understanding that ch. 1-9 were very much an impassioned appeal to a young 
person to seek wisdom. 

 In these pages the counsel is consistent – the way of the fool leads to disaster, 
the way of the wise, to a righteous life 

 The counsel of scoundrels, the unrighteous, adulterers and fools will end badly – 
however seductive it might be presented; but the words of wisdom bring moral 
purity, prosperity and blessing to all 

 By the time we get to the end of chapter 9, the attainment of wisdom is shown to 
be very desirable thing indeed, for goodly, Godly living on the planet. 

 Chapter 10-31 launches us headlong into four collections of wisdoms sayings.  
Some composed by Solomon himself; some collected from various places by 
Solomon, and others gathered by later, wise souls/schools who followed in the 
next 200-300 years 

 But how can we use them?  How do we understand them? 

 Sometimes when I pick up proverbs <Frame #2> I feel like I’m reading one of 
those jolly desk calendars 

 My brain goes into “greeting card” mode <Frame #3> – and you know, that is 
probably not the best frame of reference from which to approach God’s word 

 So, what is the best “brain space” to absorb the wisdom of proverbs? 

 I want to spend a little bit of time on that this morning 

 Then we are going to test drive a couple of proverbs to determine their 
usefulness in our world today 

 Proverbs stands out as odd in the Old Testament, unique in its content and 
direction 

 Most of the OT is spoken to God’s covenant people, yet in Proverbs “Israel” is not 
mentioned once – there is a universal usefulness/ applicability to all humankind in 
its counsel 

 The proverbs themselves are general statements, they are not presented with the 
questions of “how?” and “why?”.  So they don’t argue or defend themselves – the 
reader is just expected to conclude:- “Ok then, fair enough” 

 Unusually, (for Scripture) Proverbs is one place you can risk pulling a single 
verse (sentence) out in isolation and still get a pretty accurate understanding of it 
– without knowing context.  (later chapters have paragraphs not simple 
sentences. 

 They also tend to present generalised observations, concerning a diverse 
manner of everyday situations.  But we need to understand them as such… eg:- 
<Slide #2> 

❖ Proverbs 16:7 (NKJV) 7 When a man’s ways please the LORD, He makes even 
his enemies to be at peace with him.  

 Is this always the case?  No.  Not always – but it is a better way to live 

 So general statements do have exceptions, and the Proverbs should not be taken as divine 

promises or guarantees1 <Frame #2> (Train a child up…) 

 Do we do the blame thing?  The guilt thing?  No.  But think of the alternative 

 The “here & now”-ness of the proverbs, is the target. 

 This is what I see in life – this is what you do with it. 

 This is not to say they are amoral – they contain a high Morality / Ethical standard 

                                                           
1 Richards, L., & Richards, L. O. (1987). The teacher’s commentary (p. 338). Wheaton, IL: Victor Books. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/teachcom?ref=Bible.Pr1-9&off=4384&ctx=st+and+all+mankind.%0a~So+general+statement
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 Pondering the “great beyond” / afterlife, is not a strongly developed thought in OT 
thinking. 

 The thrust is a bit easy on the ‘repentance & faith’ themes, and more oriented 
toward the nurture and instruction, with truth that transforms lives. 

 Proverbs are demanding.  The require us to ponder them to see where they are 
useful, and then how to use them in those situations 

 Let me illustrate with a well known example. 

 Read this for me  -RHS- … <Slide #3> 
❖ Proverbs 26:4 (NKJV) 4 Do not answer a fool according to his folly, Lest you 
also be like him.  

 Sound okay to you?  Can you see the sense in that?  We might even have an 
equivalent in our own language.   What about this one?  Read this with me -LHS-
<Frame #2> 

❖ Proverbs 26:5 (NKJV) 5 Answer a fool according to his folly, Lest he be wise in 
his own eyes.  

 eeerm… Right.  Houston we have a problem. <Frame #3>  Let’s just check this 
out 

 Chapter and verse…  Let me just read it to myself again… 

 What do you make of that?  How are we supposed to work with the apparent 
contradiction? 

 There are moments, and the wise person will try to discern what to bring, what is 
needed in each <Frame #4> 

 So, Proverbs are not really about elevating intelligence, as they are about 
genuine wisdom – the right information, in the right circumstances, in the right 
moment to provoke the correct action/ response.  Being clever, well informed, is 
not enough. 

 A few practical observations:- 

 Always good to have a couple of translations side by side, to flesh out the whole 
meaning  <Slide #3> 

 Proverbs frequently employs contrast:-  <Frame #2>  Wise: Fool; 
 Righteousness :Evil; The Good: The Bad; Honesty: Deceit; 

 Poor: The Rich – both senses (Lazy or oppressed)  vs. (diligent worker or 
Oppressor) 

 Sometimes the proverbs use reinforcement <Frame #3>  “And…” “so…” 

 Occassionally, you will find allegories, and these require some careful 
consideration<Slide #5> 

❖ Proverbs 14:4 (NKJV) 4 Where no oxen are, the trough is clean; But much 
increase comes by the strength of an ox.  

 Its not about agriculture.  It is about the cost of change… in life. 

 Test Drive… 

 I was reading an article yesterday, written by a Historian of economics and 
dwelling upon the reasons for the Global Financial Crisis back in 2008 

 His thesis was that if we had known our history better, we might be better able to 
have seen it coming.  That economics more than anything else is behind History2 

 He observes now that the recovery from the GFC was more about a return to 
older economic theories, than our failure to anticipate change 

                                                           
2 Acuity Magazine Vol 5, issue 3. (June/July 2018)  p. 24  (by David Walker on Niall Ferguson) 
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 You read an article like that against the Book of Proverbs, and you get another 
picture. 

 Proverbs observes the Heart of men & women, and brings it up before the Lord 
for assessment. 

 It embraces concepts like righteousness, and is familiar with the corruption of 
hearts; it understands the sense of responsibility – particularly that of the rich – 
and the reaction to that reality for the Good and blessing of the whole community; 
or for evil for the temporary engorgement of the greedy and the destruction of 
community and fellowship. 

 It knows the difference between cunning and wisdom; it knows about blatant lies 
and fraud, and it also knows the vast peril of self deception. 

 It understands about entitlement thinking, sloth and welfarism – and also about 
compassionate care for the powerless - in even measure;  

 We know enough stories, anecdotes about people who use and abuse the 
system; Nepotism; fake news/deceit; about corporations who act with little social 
consciousness; unhealthy ambition 

 You go out there this week, you better carry a big stick of wisdom to firstly 
recognise; and secondly soundly face what you will encounter 

 Proverbs is a book for you to keep and take little sip to savour and roll around on 
your tongue, and to do so very often 

  
❖ Proverbs 30:7–9 (NKJV) 7 Two things I request of You (Deprive me not before I 
die): 8 Remove falsehood and lies far from me; Give me neither poverty nor 
riches— Feed me with the food allotted to me; 9 Lest I be full and deny You, And 
say, “Who is the LORD?” Or lest I be poor and steal, And profane the name of my 
God.  

  


